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LIVING WALLS

This is the Maars Brand Profile, a history of over 65 years of experience and innovation which
we are really rather proud of. Not least because over those years, we have succeeded in
effortlessly marrying together aesthetics and performance. Maars shapes itself according to
every architectural concept. Or better still, it enhances them. It is no coincidence that our
modular wall concepts are used all over the world on large and small-scale projects which
are highly diverse. For instance, Maars offers both standard and tailored solutions for office
buildings, airports, factories, cinemas, shops and hotels. But Maars has long been active
in the public sector too, and is the market leader with applications for hospitals, public
buildings, universities and schools, among others. In recent years, we have travelled around
the world with an open mind, looking for new ideas and opportunities. This has led to huge
inspiration and development. We have pushed back boundaries in the realms of design,
sound insulation, multimedia and fire resistance. By integrating new high-tech systems and
intelligent solutions into the modular walls, we have created a wealth of new opportunities.
So this Brand Profile is not just a brochure. It is a compilation of innovations. Be inspired.

At Maars, our fascination with the wonderful influence the environment can have on a

by smartly integrating acoustics, air, light, sound, colour and images. The use of the

person continues to grow. More and more is becoming known about the stimulating effect

latest technologies creates innovative concepts which create a living environment in which

of the spaces in which people spend their time. Can a hospital room contribute to faster

you become inspired, perform better and feel safe. For example, Maars has put together a

recuperation? Can modular walls generate positivity or improve learning performances

colour pallet for care, the so-called Healing Colours, which have been proven to contribute

at schools? Maars wants to know and experience everything. As such, Maars Living

to recovery. The Maars Living Walls interact with you and create exactly the environment

Walls symbolises a wealth of opportunities which the modular walls offer to enable you

you need. To do so, we look at colour, shape and use of materials, however unusual. Maars

to feel at one with your environment and get the best out of yourself. This is achieved

follows the latest trends and knows how to make it specifically applicable in its industry.
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Ingenious
Futuristic
Surreal
Call us what you like

‘We are no ordinary modular walls. We are alive.
We inspire with dynamic colours, we warm you up or
give you goose bumps. We change our appearance.
We produce the most beautiful sounds. We arouse your
imagination and stimulate achievements. Discover us.
Hear us. Feel us.’

Maars is just as ambitious when it comes to quality and sustainability and we are
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified. But perhaps more importantly, Maars is always
looking for new recycling and production technologies. Leading the way in sustainability
is not something we have to do, it’s something we want to do.

Maars is a well-known name around the world. Our family owned company has grown

In-house engineering, lean manufacturing and visionary R&D mean that Maars can

to become the worldwide market leader, responsible for trend-setting projects in The

transform your ideas into unique solutions in close partnership with you. In doing so,

Netherlands and abroad. Our partnership with leading international clients and architects

we are supported by highly-trained employees with years of expertise and quality

has resulted in ongoing development and far-reaching specialisation. For instance, Maars

management which is ISO 9001 certified. Meanwhile, Maars produces annually for more

offers unique specialised and integrated functionalities for segments including Care & Cure,

than 500 km of partitioning systems. In short: Maars is a global player. But it is a global

Airport, Office and Education. With large-scale, hypermodern production facilities which

player with the same local resilience, flexibility and quickness on its feet as the family

cover no less than 40,000 m 2 and are completely under our own management, Maars is

firm of 65 years ago.
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able to innovate and produce to order like no other company.
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Living climate

‘Warm or fresh. Colour or fragrance. I will stimulate your senses. I am
not there but you do feel me. You don’t notice me but I do make you
feel comfortable. Experience me. Intensive. Soft. Beautiful. I stimulate.
I create an invigorating effect. With me, you will feel good and perform
better. I don’t show you limitations, I help you break through them.’

office
Maars involves itself. In your person. In your philosophy. In your needs. Maars listens to

So your office will always be a workplace of the future where you will experience flexible

the way you talk. How you do things. How you think. What you stand for. This allows

working every day anew. All the solutions developed by Maars are based on that same

Maars to develop custom-built rooms which not only suit you aesthetically, but also

philosophy. Only in this way can an environment be created which perfectly reflects the

feel like they belong to you. Colours, shapes and materials are matched exactly to your

character of the organisation. That makes Maars a partner who is valued by clients, end

style and needs. Making your rooms comfortable and original. And they will remain so,

users and architects.

because Maars changes along with you and the times.

The art
of innovation
The air we breathe

‘The right temperature is important to feeling good.
TOUCHSCREEN

If the room is too cold, it makes you restless. I constantly
regulate the temperature, so that you live or work in an
optimum climate. I regulate and switch on and off, in tune
with you. You don’t see me but you do feel me. You feel
good because I am here.’

Maars continuously travels the world with an open mind towards
influences from different cultures. What are their motives? Where
does their inspiration lie? What moves a culture? Maars transforms
this huge inspiration into many new concepts. By combining the
modular walls with integrated functions such as audio, touch
screens and ventilation, the wall transcends its status. Other

PATENTED
VENTILATION BAR

dimensions begin to play a part which provide that indefinable
sense of wellbeing. For instance, Maars has studied the effect on
people of thousands of different colours, and what exactly the use
of materials such as wood, leather, textile, glass or steel achieves.
Why does one environment feel comfortable when another does
not? It seems intangible, but it isn’t.
The many projects we have delivered in the Middle East, Africa,
Europe, the US and Asia have generated a vast amount of
knowhow which Maars uses for new projects and the development
of new products. We now boast a patented wall click system,
which enables endless assembly without a single screw or nut.
If required, the elements can be linked with a mitered joint or a
visible joint. The ideal combination of convenience and aesthetics.
With the new La Linea line, Maars has raised the bar even higher.
With this new wall system, all the lines merge seamlessly into one
another, creating a sleek and clear design. There are no longer any
interruptions in the lines. This is a modular wall which is aesthetically
so strong that it makes an unmistakable contribution to the overall
design. The new modular wall was developed in partnership with
the world’s most renowned architecture practices, setting a new
standard. Maars already received two patents on this new product
line. The minimalist concept combined with maximum adjustability

PRIVACY GLASS

and high stability make this wall truly unique.

CLIMATE-REGULATING
WALLS

INTEGRATED WALL LIGHTING

PANORAMA CHROME

LEATHER-LINED WALLS

LA LINEA

airport
the sky is the limit

‘I don’t just make the space. I fill the space. As soon as you think you know
me, I show a different side of myself. With image and sound. Suddenly,
out of the blue, I transform. I have multiple qualities. A wall? Or a video wall?
Come and discover me. ‘
Do modular walls actually have any boundaries? That is the question which occupies Maars

interplay of forms? All are elements which Maars uses to introduce simplicity and create

these days. The way Maars sees it, the highest quality standards go without saying, so they

a natural flow in a logistically complex space like an airport. In doing so, Maars is able to

are not the final destination. Maars creates in partnership with the world’s most visionary

draw on a vast wealth of experience in large-scale public projects. In truth, Maars is just as

architects. Looking for new possibilities. Playing with light and reflection. Transparency.

ambitious as the designer of the project itself. The challenge is not to be able to comply with

Different colours and coatings. Enhancing a particular dynamic. What are the rules of the

a design, but to make a significant contribution. With an open mind and full of inspiration.

Maars always has a listening ear. The most important thing is that a room has to be

goes further. Maars even integrates complete multimedia systems with the architecture.

perfectly sound proof and absorb the sound. With our specially designed sound-proofing

Imagine, a wall which turns out not to be just a wall, but one which contains all of today’s

and acoustic systems, the sound and the acoustic damping can be fully tuned to the

high-tech, such as razor-sharp sound by using the entire wall as a sound box, interactive

design and the location. This is the fundamental basis which makes a room pleasant to be

screens which appear out of nowhere and integrated screens with wireless connection to

in. No echo or reverberation, and certainly no noise from outside. In recent years, Maars

an iPad or laptop. The special design team within Maars will seek out the ideal solution

has set the standard in the market when it comes to regulating the acoustic environment

within the available options, with no concessions; tailored to the specific wishes of the

in a room, with insulation, absorption and design merging effortlessly together. But it

user, however futuristic they are.

Massive wall
massive sound
acousticS

‘I make sound. I am your woofer and tweeter. And within the laws of
acoustics, there is one important rule: the bigger, the better. That is
my advantage. Picture this: length times width. I use my entire wall as
INTEGRATED TV

INTEGRATED TV WITH IPAD

MEDIA WALL

MOVEABLE SOUND
ABSORBING PANELS

my sound box. I guarantee a sound that is so beautiful, so clear and
so sharp as you would otherwise only hear in a concert hall. And if
you switch me off, I am silent. I provide perfect insulation. I absorb
the space. I do everything to let your sound be heard. Beautiful. Sharp.
Direct. I create an environment in which you can shine. That is the
interaction. That is the music.’

INTEGRATED SOUND
ABSORBING PANELS

DOLBY SURROUND
PANELS

Thinking of tomorrow

‘I generate a wonderful space. I am sustainable. I am built from
beautiful, natural products. I will be reused in the future.
A strange thought. I feel good, because I am put together well.’

The welfare of people in any space is central to Maars. That includes
public space. As such, Maars is constantly looking for sustainable and
responsible solutions. New production techniques are not avoided, rather
they are sought out and studied. Reducing, reusing and recycling has
become deeply rooted within the philosophy of the company. Maars knows
that things always can and always must be done better. For instance, we
have made enormous progress with environmentally-friendly coatings,
CO2-compensation and 5S, ‘lean manufacturing’. Maars can also
contribute to a higher BREEAM and LEED score. In order to be able to fully
control our own quality, environmental and health & safety policy, Maars
has set up an integrated operational management system within which all
critical processes in terms of quality, environment and safety are assured.
This approach has won broad recognition and Maars is ISO-9001,
ISO-14001 and FSC certified. By scrutinising the entire production
process, we are now able to produce more efficiently and continue to
reduce energy consumption. A notable example is the fact that our
process water is purified ‘in house’.

Reduce
Reuse
Recycle

I care

‘I am a thinker. I have a natural urge for improvement. For innovation.

care
& cure
Why? Because it makes me better. So I can make you better.

I care for the people around me. I want to contribute to recuperation.
Healing. Happiness. That makes me happy.’

Today’s working and living climate is changing fast. Anticipating tomorrow’s requirements

special coatings. This is why Maars serves the entire Care & Cure market, from hospital

is more necessary than ever before. Certainly in healthcare. New care issues and

to dental practice, from private clinic to Intensive Care, with a complete package of

developments in treatment technology demand maximum flexibility. The high-quality,

patient rooms, treatment rooms, operating theatres, offices and kitchens - tailored and

advanced modular walls of Maars can meet these needs perfectly, precisely because

specialised for those specific functions. In addition, following extensive research, Maars

they are completely modular. Moreover, Maars is able like no other to integrate the highly

has put together a colour palette, the so-called Healing Colours, which have been proven

specific requirements demanded in the healthcare sector, such as modular walls which

to contribute to recovery. The result? Rooms which ‘think’ with the treating staff and

are dirt-repellent, antibacterial and impermeable to radiation or have been treated with

patients, as it were, and so contribute towards improving care and promoting recovery.

Maars is a concept partner. Maars thinks with you and is involved from the very start.

build, Maars is increasingly involved in large revitalization and conversion projects. Within

Architectural challenges are transformed into unique solutions which enhance the

existing walls, Maars seeks to push back the boundaries in order to realise a totally new

project’s design and the concept. Maars is able to do this as a result of the expertise we

concept with great creativity. So for example, a typically eighties building can suddenly

have built up, our ambitious R&D department and because our hypermodern production

have take on the look of the future. Or a church can be given a new lease of life as an

facilities are configured to leave plenty of space for experimentation. That goes for

office building. This makes Maars a strong partner. From creatively contributing ideas at

both small-scale and large-scale projects. Maars always follows the latest trends and

the drawing board to the actual execution of the project, we have a highly advanced and

is naturally curious about new materials and possible applications. In addition to new

professionally structured organisation at the service of your ideas and their execution.

Made
by you
i inspire

‘I move with the times. I feel change coming
and I adapt accordingly. I am made to create
with. You can play with me. I adapt, like a
TRADE SHOW HALLS

INDUSTRY

FINANCIAL SECTOR

HOTELS

chameleon. I think with you and inspire you.
Everybody’s friend? Absolutely. I shape myself
according to the spirit of the age. According to
the wish you have today.’

DENTAL PRACTICE

ROLEX OFFICE

GOOGLE OFFICE

CHURCH CONVERSION

HOTEL KITCHENS

Learning smarter than ever

‘I learn from everyone. So I make contact with everyone who
comes into my room. That way, we share information. Emotions.
Facts. I inspire you, you inspire me. Come inside and connect with
me via WiFi. The rest is automatic.’

education
Education is a sector which Maars has a lot affinity with. After all, Maars is eager to learn too.

Maars takes care of all aspects of the room, from atrium to reception, from classroom to

Naturally, this environment calls for specific functions and requirements. Maars integrates

conference hall. But Maars is primarily challenged by the question of how to create a space

a complete range of technical applications into the modular walls in order to support the

which is stimulating and enhances performance. Can a room help you excel yourself? Maars

education system, such as digital boards and multimedia screens. These allow students

believes so. For example, what do colour and form do for a room and for performance?

and teachers to connect with and operate them using their iPads, iPhones or laptops.

Experience shows that where there is a sense of wellbeing, calm and inspiration, this benefits

The modularity of our walls, too, has proved itself at many schools and universities, including

concentration and creates space for personal development. That is the challenge. That is

Princeton University, Iowa University and TU Delft.

Maars’ goal.

A matter
of trust
Act and Protect

‘I protect you. With all my heart. I am very strong. Fireproof.
Fire does nothing to me. You can surprise me, but I will never be
shaken. I feel like wings around you. This may sound almost poetical,
but that is not me…’

A sense of security does not just happen by itself. It is often based on many
different elements. It comes about through years of experience, continual
innovation and by being a reliable market leader that invests in improvement.
For instance, Maars offers the most extensive range of fireproof sealed walls,
glass walls and door modules in the world, provided with the highest test
certificates. This wide range is designed to offer a solution for every location
and situation, each with its own specific fire-proofing requirements. The same
goes for our range of safety glass. It contains every specific type of safety glass,
exactly calibrated to the risks of the environment - such as special safety glass
for stairwells or atriums which provides extra resistance against glass failure.
This prevents unnecessary injury or other damage. Or bulletproof glass which is
mainly used in financial institutions, government buildings and security booths.
All Maars modular walls comply with international stability requirements, even
in extremely high situations. But Maars also has suitable solutions for sectorspecific safety issues. For instance, Maars has the most modern radiationproof walls for the healthcare sector, and electrically insulating modular walls
for rooms containing sensitive equipment, found in hospitals and laboratories.
So we go beyond a particular standard. For special markets, locations or
situations, too, the Maars range is more than adequate. In short, Maars knows
what is happening in local markets and meets internationally specified safety
requirements. All of this comes together in a product which inspires trust. You
don’t see that, you feel it.

FIRE-RESISTANT DOORS

FIRE-RESISTANT WALLS

CLEANROOM

SAFETY GLASS

INGRATED FIRE
EXTINGUISHER

RADIATION-RESISTANT
WALLS

Just the
power of
thinking

Adidas – various locations – Europe

Deutsche Bank – HQ Amsterdam + various locations – Worldwide

MasterCard – various locations – Europe

African Development Bank – various locations – Ghana

DHL – various locations – Europe

McDonalds – various locations – Worldwide

Agrifirm – HQ Apeldoorn – The Netherlands

DuPont – various locations – Europe

Mercedez Benz – various locations – Worldwide

Airbus – Hamburg – Germany

Elf – Madrid – Spain

Miele – various locations – Europe

Air France KLM – various locations – Europe

Emirates Towers – Dubai – UAE

Microsoft – various locations – Worldwide

Airport Schiphol – Amsterdam – The Netherlands

Empire State Building – various clients – USA

Ministry of Justice – Tbilisi – Georgia

Akzo Nobel – various locations – Europe

Ernst & Young – various locations – Europe

NBA – New York – USA

‘We are happy. We are pleased to have met you, and you us.

Alcatel – various locations – Europe

FC Dinamo – Tbilisi – Georgia

Nestlé – Budapest – Hungary

That we have been able to share experiences. Hopefully we

Alicante Airport – Alicante – Spain

Fina – Madrid – Spain

NICE Systems – various locations – Worldwide

Aramco – HQ Damman + various locations – Saudi Arabia

Ford Motors – various locations – Europe

Nike – various locations – Worldwide

Asics – HQ Hoofddorp – The Netherlands

General Electric – HQ Budapest + various locations – Europe

Nokia – various locations – Worldwide

Atos Origin – various locations – Europe

Gillette – various locations – Europe

Opel – various locations – Worldwide

Audi – various locations - Europe

Glaxo Smith Kline – Budapest – Hungary

Palace of Justice – Malaga – Spain

Barajas Airport – main terminal Madrid – Spain

Google – various locations – Worldwide

Pfizer – Boston – USA

Barcelona Airport – Barcelona – Spain

Heineken – various locations – The Netherlands

Philips – various locations – Worldwide

BBC – London – UK

Hewlett Packard – Budapest – Hungary

Princeton University – New Jersey – USA

BMW – various locations – Europe

House of Justice – Tbilisi – Georgia

Queen Alia Airport – Amman – Jordan

Boeing – various locations – Europe

HSBC – various locations – Worldwide

Raiffeisenbank – various locations – Europe

British Telecom – various locations – UK

IKEA – various locations – Europe

RBS – various locations – Worldwide

CBRE – Europe HQ + various locations – Worldwide

IMAM University – Riyadh – Saudi Arabia

Reykjavik University – Reykjavik – Iceland

Central Bank – various locations – Worldwide

ING – HQ Amsterdam + various locations – Worldwide

Roche – various locations – Worldwide

CEPSA – Madrid – Spain

International Olympic Committee – various locations – Europe

Rockefeller Center – several clients – USA

Chevron – Bucharest – Romania

Iowa University – Iowa City – USA

Rolex – various locations – Switzerland

CISCO – various locations – Worldwide

Johnson & Johnson – various locations – Europe

Royal Hospital – Amman – Jordan

City Offices – various locations – The Netherlands

Kaufland – various locations – Europe

SAP – various locations – Europe

Credit Suisse – HQ Zurich + various locations – Switzerland

KPMG – various locations – Worldwide

Sauber Formula 1 – Hinwill – Switzerland

Crumlin Hospital – Dublin – Ireland

LEGO – various locations – Germany

Schlumberger – various locations – Worldwide

Deloitte – HQ Rotterdam + various locations – Europe

Lexus – various locations – Europe

Shell – various locations – Worldwide

Department of Justice – Cork – Ireland

Lufthansa – Frankfurt – Germany

Siemens – various locations – Worldwide

Malaga Airport – Malaga – Spain

Sony – various locations – Europe

Manas Airport – Bishkek – Kyrgystan

Spital Hospital – Basel – Switzerland

Manpower – Vienna – Austria

Swissair – various locations – Switzerland

Martini Hospital – Groningen – The Netherlands

T-Mobile – HQ Bonn + various locations – Europe

will get the chance to welcome you soon.’ Maars Living Walls.

Understanding a concept properly, inspiring with expertise built up over
years, far-reaching involvement, being creative within the boundaries
set, coming up with innovative solutions - these are the qualities with
which Maars has proved himself as a reliable partner for local and
international clients. Maars is active in over 45 countries and has a
network of specially selected dealers all over the world, in order to be
able to ensure the best service and the highest quality. Working with
Maars means choosing the future, also in terms of service - whether
you want new build, revitalisation or conversion. “Think global, act
local” has become a cliché, but for Maars, it most definitely applies.
Maars is able to make good on this credo like no other, because it
has all the disciplines in house: product development, production and
assembly. We believe our projects speak for themselves, so we refer
you to a selection from the inexhaustible list of leading national and
international projects for which Maars is responsible.

Total – Madrid – Spain
UNDP – Addis Ababa – Ethiopia
Vodafone – various locations – Europe
Volkswagen – various locations – Europe
WTC – various locations - Europe

